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Explanatory Note
As previously disclosed, on November 15, 2020, the Board of Directors (the “Board”) of BeiGene, Ltd. (the “Company” or “BeiGene”) approved a
preliminary proposal for a public offering of the Company’s ordinary shares and listing of such shares on the Science and Technology Innovation Board
(the “STAR Market”) of the Shanghai Stock Exchange (the “STAR Offering”). The STAR Offering will be conducted within the PRC and such shares will
be issued to and subscribed for by investors in Renminbi (“RMB”) in the PRC and listed and traded on the STAR Market in RMB (the “RMB Shares”).
The RMB Shares will not be fungible with the ordinary shares of the Company listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange or with the American Depositary
Shares (“ADSs”) representing the Company’s ordinary shares listed on the NASDAQ Global Select Market. The number of RMB Shares (including the
over-allotment option) to be issued will not exceed 132,313,549 ordinary shares, representing no more than 10% of the sum of the total number of issued
ordinary shares of the Company as of January 7, 2021 (the day before the date of the Board approval of the STAR Offering) and the total number of RMB
Shares to be issued in the STAR Offering. Following approval by the Board, the Company submitted a listing application (the “Listing Application”) for
the STAR Offering to the Shanghai Stock Exchange, which was prepared in accordance with the listing rules of the STAR Market and the applicable
securities laws and regulations of the PRC (the “PRC Securities Laws”). On January 29, 2021, the Shanghai Stock Exchange notified the Company that the
Listing Application had been accepted by the Shanghai Stock Exchange, and the Listing Application became available to the public on the website
maintained by the Shanghai Stock Exchange.
The STAR Offering is expected to be conducted pursuant to a specific mandate to issue the RMB Shares (the “Specific Mandate”) to be sought from the
shareholders of the Company at an extraordinary general meeting of the shareholders of the Company (the “EGM”). In addition, the consummation of the
STAR Offering is subject to, among other things, market conditions, the approval of the shareholders of the Company at the EGM, and applicable
regulatory approvals (the “Regulatory Approvals”).
Item 2.02. Results of Operations and Financial Condition.
As required by the PRC Securities Laws, the Listing Application contains additional financial information regarding the Company’s research and
development expenses allocated by key products and other research and development projects for the years ended December 31, 2017, 2018 and 2019, and
the nine months ended September 30, 2020 (the “Reporting Period”) prepared in accordance with the China Accounting Standards for Business Enterprises
- Basic Standard and other applicable PRC accounting rules, guidance and interpretations (collectively, the “PRC GAAP”). As required by the PRC
Securities Laws, the Listing Application also contained historical financial information of the Company for the Reporting Period prepared in accordance
with the PRC GAAP. The PRC GAAP are different from the accounting principles generally accepted in the United States (“U.S. GAAP”). The financial
information regarding the Company’s research and development expenses allocated by key products and other research and development projects for the
Reporting Period prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP as well as a summary of the material differences between PRC GAAP and U.S. GAAP are
attached hereto as Exhibit 99.1 to this Current Report on Form 8-K and incorporated herein by reference.
The information in Item 2.02 of this Current Report on Form 8-K and in Exhibit 99.1 is intended to be furnished and shall not be deemed “filed” for
purposes of Section 18 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), or otherwise subject to the liabilities of that section, nor
shall it be deemed incorporated by reference in any filing under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), or the Exchange Act, except
as expressly set forth by specific reference in such filing.
Item 8.01. Other Events.
On January 29, 2021, the Listing Application was accepted by the Shanghai Stock Exchange and became publicly available in Chinese language only on
the website maintained by the Shanghai Stock Exchange at www.sse.com.cn. The Listing Application and the information contained on the Shanghai Stock
Exchange’s website are not part of this Current Report on Form 8-K and shall not be deemed filed or furnished by the Company with the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), nor shall they be deemed incorporated by reference in any filing by the Company under the Securities Act or the
Exchange Act.
Additional information regarding the STAR Offering and related matters is summarized below.

The STAR Offering
The proposed terms for the STAR Offering are detailed as follows:
(1)

Nature of the RMB Shares

Shares to be subscribed for in RMB by target subscriber(s) (as stated below), to be listed on the
STAR Market and traded in RMB, forming the same class as the existing ordinary shares listed on
the Hong Kong Stock Exchange and maintained on the Company's Cayman register in Cayman
Islands and on the Company’s Hong Kong register in Hong Kong (the “Offshore Shares”).
The RMB Shares will be ordinary shares ranking pari passu with the Offshore Shares, which are
listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange with the same par value ($0.0001 each) and the same
rights to voting and return on assets. The Company’s ADSs are listed on the NASDAQ Global
Select Market. Each ADS represents 13 ordinary shares.
The RMB Shares and the Offshore Shares will be of the same class, but are not fungible with each
other.

(2)

Size of the STAR Offering

The number of RMB Shares (including the over-allotment option) to be issued will not exceed
132,313,549 ordinary shares, representing no more than 10% of the sum of the total number of
issued ordinary shares of the Company as of January 7, 2021 (the day before the date of the Board
approval of the STAR Offering) and the total number of the RMB Shares to be issued in the STAR
Offering. In compliance with the applicable laws and regulations of the PRC, an over-allotment
option may be granted for such number of RMB Shares not exceeding 15% of that initially issued.
If the over-allotment option is granted and exercised, the number of RMB Shares that may be
issued under the over-allotment option shall be counted within the limit of 132,313,549 Shares.
The RMB Shares will all be new ordinary shares to be issued by the Company, and no conversion
or sale of existing ordinary shares or ADSs will be involved.

(3)

Target subscribers

Qualified strategic investors, price consultation parties, as well as PRC natural persons, legal
persons and other STAR Market investors who maintain stock accounts with the Shanghai Stock
Exchange eligible for trading on the STAR Market, other than persons prohibited by applicable
laws and regulations (including those of the Shanghai Stock Exchange).
If senior officers or employees of the Company participate in the strategic placement and subscribe
for new shares publicly issued, the Company will comply with the requirements of relevant laws
and regulations to timely complete relevant review procedures and other relevant necessary
procedures, and disclose the details as legally required.

(4)

Method of issuance

The Company will adopt a combination of targeted allotment to strategic investors, offline
placement with price consultations to qualified investors, and online priced issuance to public
investors who hold non-locked up A-shares and non-locked up Chinese depositary receipts traded
on the Shanghai Stock Exchange of certain market value.

(5)

Method of pricing

The Board or its designated pricing committee (the “Pricing Committee”) will work with the joint
sponsors to determine the offer price through marketing and preliminary price consultations with
potential investors and finalize the offer price in accordance with the PRC Securities Laws.
To ensure the offer price is in the best interests of the Company and its shareholders as a whole, the
Board or the Pricing Committee and the sponsors will take into account a variety of factors in
accordance with applicable laws and regulations, including Company conditions, comparable
companies, trading price of Company securities and market conditions, when determining the final
offer price.
If the offer price is lower than the trading price of the Company’s ADSs or ordinary shares traded
on the NASDAQ or the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, the Board or the Pricing Committee will
decide whether to proceed with the STAR Offering after considering market conditions, the
Company’s capital needs and development strategies, the trading prices of comparable companies
in the secondary market, and other relevant factors.

(6)

Joint sponsors

China International Capital Corporation Limited
Goldman Sachs Gao Hua Securities Co. Ltd.

(7)

Principal terms of underwriting

Standby underwriting

(8)

Use of proceeds

Assuming net proceeds of RMB 20 billion (USD 3.1 billion), the net proceeds are intended to be
used for (i) clinical development and research project (66%), (ii) research and development center
construction (2%), (iii) bio-manufacturing plant construction (1%), (iv) sales and marketing force
expansion (1%), and (v) replenishment of working capital (30%).
If the actual funds raised from the STAR Offering exceed the total investment needed for the
aforesaid projects, the Company will apply the surplus to the principal business of the Company in
accordance with procedures adopted by the Company in accordance with the relevant requirements.
If there is any insufficiency in the actual funds raised from the STAR Offering to complete the
projects, the Company will make up the shortfall using its own funds.
Prior to receiving the proceeds from the STAR Offering, the Company may support the
implementation of the aforesaid projects with its own funds based on the actual progress of such
projects. Upon receipt of the proceeds, the Company expects to use such proceeds to reimburse the
funds previously committed and then to cover the outstanding investments needed for the aforesaid
projects.

(9)

Distribution arrangements of
accumulated profits before the
issuance

The Company does not expect to have accumulated and undistributed profits prior to the
completion of the STAR Offering; therefore the sharing of undistributed profits among existing and
new registered shareholders after the STAR Offering is not applicable.

(10)

Place of listing of RMB Shares

The STAR Market.

(11)

Share registers

The RMB Shares will be registered on a separate register of members maintained in the PRC (the
“PRC Register”) and managed by the China Securities Depository and Clearing Corporation
Limited, the share registrar of the RMB Shares for the Company. The RMB Shares will not be
registered on the register of members of the Company maintained in the Cayman Islands (the
“Cayman Register”) or on the register of members of the Company maintained in Hong Kong (the
“Hong Kong Register”, together with the Cayman Register, the “Offshore Registers”).
The Cayman Register and the Hong Kong Register will continue to be maintained in the Cayman
Islands and Hong Kong, respectively, and will not include the details of the holders of RMB
Shares.
Due to the current restrictions under laws, rules and regulations in the PRC, no movement of
Shares will be allowed between the PRC Register and the Offshore Registers.

(12)

RMB Shares cannot be moved
The RMB Shares will be subscribed for and traded in RMB and issued to investors in the PRC
outside of the PRC or to the Offshore solely for trading on the Shanghai Stock Exchange. The RMB Shares will not be able to be moved
Registers
outside of the PRC for trading in the United States, Hong Kong or any other jurisdictions or to the
Offshore Registers.

(13)

Non-fungibility between the RMB
Shares and the Offshore Shares

The RMB Shares and the Offshore Shares will not be fungible.

(14)

Valid period of the resolutions

The Board’s authorization for the STAR Offering is valid for a period of 12 months from January 8,
2021.

The issue of the RMB Shares pursuant to the STAR Offering is conditional upon:
(1) market conditions;
(2) the grant of the proposed Specific Mandate by the shareholders at the EGM; and
(3) the receipt of necessary Regulatory Approvals for the STAR Offering.
Restated Articles
Subject to and conditional upon the approval of the STAR Offering under the Specific Mandate by the shareholders of the Company, a special resolution
will be proposed at the EGM to approve proposed amendments to the Fifth Amended and Restated Memorandum and Articles of Association of the
Company (the “Existing Articles”) to comply with the PRC Securities Laws and other regulations and make certain other amendments by way of adoption
of a Sixth Amended and Restated Memorandum and Articles of Association of the Company (the “Restated Articles”) to replace the Existing Articles.
The Restated Articles will be subject to and only become effective upon the listing of the RMB Shares on the STAR Market. The details of the proposed
amendments to the Existing Articles will be set out in a proxy statement/circular to be sent to the shareholders of the Company in connection with the
EGM.
Application for Listing on STAR Market and Registration under the PRC Securities Laws
The Listing Application has been made to the Shanghai Stock Exchange by the Company. After the Shanghai Stock Exchange approves the Listing
Application, an application will be made by the Company to the China Securities Regulatory Commission (the “CSRC”) for the registration of the RMB
Shares under the PRC Securities Laws. The Company expects to make another application to the Shanghai Stock Exchange for the listing of, and
permission to deal in, the RMB Shares on the STAR Market after the CSRC grants the registration and the public offering of the RMB Shares has been
completed. The RMB Shares will not be listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange or the NASDAQ.
Shareholders’ Approval
The Company expects to convene the EGM to propose for consideration by its shareholders and seek their approval for the matters relating to the STAR
Offering under the Specific Mandate and the Restated Articles. A proxy statement/circular for the EGM containing, among other things, details of the
proposals, together with the notice of EGM will be sent to the shareholders of the Company in accordance with the requirements under the Existing
Articles and applicable rules. Please note that in addition to the approval by the shareholders of the Company, the STAR Offering is also subject to market
conditions and necessary Regulatory Approvals.

As the STAR Offering under the Specific Mandate is subject to, among other things, approval by the shareholders of the Company at the EGM, market
conditions, and necessary Regulatory Approvals and thus may or may not proceed. Shareholders and potential investors of the Company should be aware
that there is no assurance that the STAR Offering will materialize or as to when it may materialize. Shareholders and potential investors of the Company
should exercise caution when dealing in the securities of the Company.
IMPORTANT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION WILL BE FILED WITH THE SEC
BeiGene plans to file with the SEC and mail to its shareholders a proxy statement/circular for the EGM to approve the Specific Mandate and related
matters (including the Restated Articles). The Proxy Statement will contain important information about BeiGene, the STAR Offering, the Specific
Mandate and related matters (including the Restated Articles). This Current Report on Form 8-K does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an
offer to buy any securities or a solicitation of any vote or approval, nor shall there be any sale of securities in any jurisdiction in which such offer,
solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such jurisdiction.
INVESTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS OF BEIGENE ARE URGED TO READ THE PROXY STATEMENT/CIRCULAR REGARDING THE THE
SPECIFIC MANDATE AND RELATED MATTERS (INCLUDING THE RESTATED ARTICLES) WHEN IT BECOMES AVAILABLE AND ANY
OTHER RELEVANT DOCUMENTS FILED WITH THE SEC, AS WELL AS ANY AMENDMENTS OR SUPPLEMENTS TO THOSE DOCUMENTS,
BECAUSE THEY WILL CONTAIN IMPORTANT INFORMATION.
Investors and shareholders will be able to obtain free copies of the proxy statement/circular and other documents filed with the SEC by BeiGene through
the website maintained by the SEC at www.sec.gov. In addition, investors and shareholders will be able to obtain free copies of the proxy
statement/circular from BeiGene by contacting BeiGene’s Investor Relations at ir@beigene.com.
BeiGene and its directors and executive officers may be deemed to be participants in the solicitation of proxies with respect to the EGM. Information
regarding BeiGene’s directors and executive officers is contained in BeiGene’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2019 and its
proxy statement/circular dated April 28, 2020, which are filed with the SEC. You can obtain free copies of these documents from BeiGene using the contact
information set forth above. Additional information regarding interests of such participants will be included in the proxy statement/circular that will be
filed with the SEC and available free of charge as indicated above.
Forward-Looking Statements
This Current Report contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 and other federal
securities laws, including statements regarding the proposed STAR Offering and listing of RMB Shares on the STAR Market. Actual results may differ
materially from those indicated in the forward-looking statements as a result of various important factors, including the possibility that the conditions,
including the approval of the Shareholders, market conditions and necessary Regulatory Approvals, will not be met and that BeiGene will be unable to
consummate the STAR Offering; the possibility that BeiGene will not realize the expected benefits of the transaction; BeiGene's ability to demonstrate the
efficacy and safety of its drug candidates; the clinical results for its drug candidates, which may not support further development or marketing approval;
actions of regulatory agencies, which may affect the initiation, timing and progress of clinical trials and marketing approval; BeiGene's ability to achieve
commercial success for its marketed products and drug candidates, if approved; BeiGene's ability to obtain and maintain protection of intellectual property
for its technology and drugs; BeiGene's reliance on third parties to conduct drug development, manufacturing and other services; BeiGene’s limited
operating history and BeiGene's ability to obtain additional funding for operations and to complete the development and commercialization of its drug
candidates; the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on BeiGene’s clinical development, commercial and other operations, as well as those risks more fully
discussed in the section entitled “Risk Factors” in BeiGene’s most recent quarterly report on Form 10-Q, as well as discussions of potential risks,
uncertainties, and other important factors in BeiGene's subsequent filings with the SEC. All information in this Current Report is as of the date of this
report, and BeiGene undertakes no duty to update such information unless required by law.
Shareholders and potential investors should note that a concrete plan for the STAR Offering is subject to approval of the shareholders at the
EGM, as well as market conditions and Regulatory Approvals, and thus may or may not be implemented. Shareholders and potential investors of
the Company should be aware that there is no assurance that the STAR Offering will materialize or as to when it may materialize. Shareholders
and potential investors of the Company are advised to exercise caution when dealing in the securities of the Company.
Further announcement(s) or filings will be made by the Company in accordance with applicable laws and regulations on any material updates and
progress in connection with the STAR Offering as and when appropriate. This Current Report is for information purposes only and does not
constitute any invitation or offer to acquire, purchase or subscribe for the securities of the Company.
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Exhibit 99.1
Financial Information
BeiGene, Ltd. (the “Company”) submitted a listing application (the “Listing Application”) for a proposed issue of the Company’s ordinary shares and
listing of such shares on the Science and Technology Innovation Board (the “STAR Market”) of the Shanghai Stock Exchange to the Shanghai Stock
Exchange, which was prepared in accordance with the listing rules of the STAR Market and the applicable securities laws and regulations of the PRC (the
“PRC Securities Laws”). On January 29, 2021, the Shanghai Stock Exchange notified the Company that the Listing Application had been accepted by the
Shanghai Stock Exchange, and the Listing Application became available to the public on the website maintained by the Shanghai Stock Exchange.
As required by the PRC Securities Laws, the Listing Application contains historical financial information of the Company that was prepared in accordance
with the China Accounting Standards for Business Enterprises – Basic Standard (“CAS”) and other applicable PRC accounting rules, guidance and
interpretations, including but not limited to the China Securities Regulatory Commission's Compilation Rule for Information Disclosure by Companies
Offering Securities to the Public No. 15 – General Rules for Financial Statement (2014 revised), and Compilation Rule for Information Disclosure by
Companies Offering Securities to the Public No. 24-Special Provisions on Information Disclosure in Financial Statements of Pilot Innovative Red-chip
Companies on the Sci-Tech Innovation Board (together with CAS, “PRC GAAP”) for the years ended December 31, 2017, 2018 and 2019, and the nine
months ended September 30, 2020 (the “Reporting Period”). The key differences between such financial information prepared in accordance with PRC
GAAP and those prepared in accordance with the accounting principles generally accepted in the United States (“U.S. GAAP”) for the Reporting Period,
which was previously filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, are summarized as below.
Key Differences between PRC GAAP and U.S. GAAP
Share-based Compensation
Under U.S. GAAP, the Company elects to recognize the share-based compensation expenses using the straight-line method for all employee equity awards
granted with graded vesting based on service conditions provided that the amount of compensation cost recognized at any date is at least equal to the
portion of the grant-date value of the options that are vested at that date.
Under PRC GAAP, the Company recognizes share-based compensation expense using the accelerated method for all employee equity awards granted with
graded vesting.
Excess tax income from the exercise of stock option
Under U.S. GAAP, deferred taxes are calculated based on the cumulative share-based compensation expense recognized in the financial statements and
ASC 2016-09 requires all excess tax benefits and tax deficiencies to be recorded as income tax expense or benefit in the statement of operations, rather than
in shareholders’ equity.
Under PRC GAAP, deferred taxes are calculated based on the estimated tax deduction determined at each reporting date. If the tax deduction exceeds
cumulative compensation cost for an individual award, tax benefits on the excess are credited to shareholders’ equity. If the tax deduction is less than or
equal to cumulative compensation cost for an individual award, tax expenses are recorded in the statement of operations.
1

Withholding income tax and related government grants arising from inter-company equity transactions
Before the adoption of ASU 2016-16, Intra-Entity Transfers of Assets Other Than Inventory, U.S. GAAP requires taxes paid on profits from intercompany
sales and transfers of assets to be deferred and prohibits the recognition of deferred taxes for the increases in the tax bases due to an intercompany sale or
transfer. The income tax effects of the intercompany sale or transfer of assets are recognized when the assets are sold to a party outside of the consolidated
group or otherwise expensed. After the adoption of ASU 2016-16 from January 1, 2018, companies are required to recognize the income tax effects of
intercompany sales and transfers of assets other than inventory in the period in which the transfer occurs.
Under PRC GAAP, taxes paid by the transferor on intercompany profits from the transfer of assets within a consolidated group are recognized as tax
expense as incurred. PRC GAAP requires the recognition of deferred taxes on temporary differences between the tax bases of assets transferred between
entities/tax jurisdictions that remain within the consolidated group.
Such difference only had an impact on the income taxes of the Company in 2017, and no impact in the remaining periods within the Reporting Period.
Leasing
Under U.S. GAAP, as a lessee, the Company recognizes a lease liability based on the present value of the total remaining lease payments, and a
corresponding right-of-use assets under U.S. GAAP. The Company subsequently recognizes operating lease expenses on a straight line basis over the lease
term.
PRC GAAP requires entities to present interest expenses on the lease liability and depreciation on the right-of-use assets separately in the statements of
operations. The combination of a straight-line depreciation of the right-of-use assets and the effective interest rate method applied to the lease liability will
result in a higher total charge to profit or loss in the initial years of the leases and decreasing expenses during the latter part of the lease term.
Income taxes in the interim period
Under U.S. GAAP, one overall estimated annual effective tax rate should be used to determine the interim period tax expense or benefit when a company is
subject to tax in one or more jurisdictions.
PRC GAAP requires that an entity determine a separate estimated average annual effective income tax rate for each taxing jurisdiction and apply it
individually to the interim period pre-tax income of each jurisdiction.
Research and Development Expenses Allocated by Key Products and Other R&D Projects
As required by the PRC Securities Laws, the Listing Application also contains financial information regarding the research and development (“R&D”)
expenses allocated by key products and other R&D projects, which was prepared in accordance with PRC GAAP.
The financial information presented in the Listing Application regarding R&D expenses allocated by key products and other R&D projects, prepared in
accordance with U.S. GAAP, is presented below. Amounts reported herein are stated in thousands of U.S. dollars.
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Pipeline Products/
Projects
Zanubrutinib
Tislelizumab
Pamiparib
Other R&D projects
R&D collaboration projects
Subtotal of external R&D
expenses
Subtotal of internal R&D
expenses
Total

Nine Months
Ended September
30, 2020
128,106
147,753
19,412

Year Ended
December 31,
2019
171,112
191,992
41,938

Year Ended
December 31,
2018
119,362
127,129
38,325

Year ended
December 31,
2017
65,180
46,224
18,142

Total
483,760
513,098
117,817

52,682
202,998

84,781
50,000

61,960
89,000

11,183
-

210,606
341,998

550,951

539,823

435,776

140,729

1,667,279

388,389
939,340

387,515
927,338

243,229
679,005

128,289
269,018

1,147,422
2,814,701
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Implementation
Clinical stage
Clinical stage
Clinical stage
Clinical /
preclinical stage
N/A

